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About This Content

VALKYRIE DRIVE Complete DLC Pack adds Mirei Shikishima and Mamori Tokonome from the anime VALKYRIE
DRIVE -MERMAID- as playable characters, and 150+ new items for the Dressing Room.

Unlike the girls of Bhikkhuni, Mirei and Mamori are infected with the A-Virus and so always fight as Liberator and Extar
respectively. Fiercely devoted to each other, they only ever fight together and will not pair with other girls. Mirei is fierce and
aggressive, Mamori seemingly quiet and reserved, yet this odd couple combine perfectly to make a fearsome pair. Battle your

way through to Bhikkhuni's hidden truth with this devastating duo!

Also included are 150+ new items for the Dressing Room. Dress your favorite character in a new swimsuit, accessorize with
teardrop earrings and finish off with a giant tuna on her head. With a whole new wardrobe at your disposal, the possibilities are

endless!
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Title: VALKYRIE DRIVE Complete DLC Pack
Genre: Action
Developer:
Meteorise, HONEY∞PARADE GAMES
Publisher:
Marvelous
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: 1.8 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB VRAM or above

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,Japanese
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valkyrie drive complete dlc pack

Hi, bought a copy of the game for my friend and I. Hoping to find a good Scary game to play on BUT it feels Unfinished/
glitchy and released too earley. ....Not hating on the game as it has GREAT potential! I can't recommend the game at the
moment in time till the game is improved and becomes more playable and please sort the multiplayer out . (fingers crossed the
game will be upgraded or patch up /improved then i will return and play this game)

*****PLEASE READ ALL COMMENTS**** My questions have been answered .. Beauty is skin deep and so is Bravada.
Screenshots do not give this game justice, it may not look much on its surface, but deep down is an addicitve, fun and very
challenging game.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8DDh4qwqIw

Once you grasp the mechanics it's like a gust of wind hitting you in the face and the game opens up with endless possibilities.
It's superb it really is! - Why are you reading this? just get it now!

Bravada was chosen as Best RPG/Adventure on Intel LevelUP Contest 2014 and will be presented at PAX East 2014.. This
game is really cool AND I learned a formula! Smarticle acceleration.. I remember receiving this game as a birthday present
when I was 9 years old, when it was under the name "Worms 4 Mayhem". The game is like I recalled it to be back then:
amazing. I recommend you to buy all of the DLC and the game itself, especially when it's on sale. The game is still suprisingly
brilliant for a game that was released in 2005 in terms of gameplay, quality and originality. I really can't distinguish any flaws in
this game, although it's not the type of game to necessarily play everyday for 5 hours.. I you're good at shoot em' ups, this one is
good for you. This game really feels like an arcade game.. I'm reviewing this from the couch\/controller\/in-home streaming
point of view because I feel this is the most natural environment for Videokid's kind of game.

Today, in a total 180\u00b0, we'll flip the thumb downside up. PixelTrip Studios' latest update vastly improves the game
experience with a controller in hand. The game is not overly hard but can still kill you in seconds and the fact you don't have to
reach for a mouse to give it another go anymore makes all the difference. The controller support stil doesn't feel 100% "native"
but Steam's controller configurator can pick up the slack and make the mouse-driven store and menus navigatable with a pad. If
I could only skip the Unity configuration with a launch parameter, the Big Picture experience would be improved even more.

The game itself is a silly fun time waster with a ton of '80s references but what actually draws me in is the fluid gameplay and
the fact it reminds me of Paperboy but doesn't make me want to pull my hair out. Added to the bin of games to go back to when
you don't have time or energy for anything new or big.

--

Initial review for posterity:
Seems promising but the Unity configuration popup, lingering Game Over screen and the fact you need a mouse to skip the
intro and use the menus are seriously killing the pick up (a controller) and play and replay and replay again aspect. I want to
enjoy it but the aforementioned clunkiness is getting in the way.. Very interesting and enjoyable to play.
The puzzle strength was about right.
After an hour or so of playing time, the gane developed severe stuttering and lag.
My laptop has 16 GB RAM, an SSD, and a nVidia 1070 video adapter.
The stuttering eventually went away but not sure why.
I would still recomend this to anyone that enjoys these puzzle type games.. Came to this game after loving CW3 and I am not
disappointed.

Very fluid, bug free and polished game.

Time to go on to CW2.. If you are into roleplaying and reading this game is for you. It has a very good story (as far as I played).
I preffer FPS and action games so I couldn't stick to this for too long, still pretty good experience though. Got it while it was on
sale and I have to say that it was worth it.
7/10
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Achievement Sim 2016

~10/10 Achievement Groups
. it gets very fun when the stages get harder especially if you like retro games. A very strange game and is a little scary at some
points, worth a bit of play but it is a story teller without telling you the story.
You have to guess what it is about.

I played this in VR with is good, not VR controller support but you can use a xbox control.
This would be a lot better with vive Controller support.
You can use mouse and keyboard but it is better using xbox control in VR.

I prob would not want to replay this again as you would already know the story.
but it is a good game.

7\/10 for me.. So and so, not great but also not bad.

Play if it is cheap and you have time.. THIS GAME IS SUCH A BIG PILE OF POO KING KONG COULDN'T FIT IT IN HIS
HAND!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Again I liked the game. The puzzles were dope.. The game was fun but very short-lived. I spent maybe 3
hours before completing it and the bonus level. I would recommend giving a timer for the hints like many other games and not
allowing people to skip every puzzle so quickly. For the price, it was great.. still have bugs, otherwise was great.. Red Five will
be proud.
Recommended to buy if you looking for a good air combat/dog fight simulator. I enjoy it 10 years ago, I still enjoy it now.
You think you got what it takes to beat Luke Skywalker high score? Then try this game.
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